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We consider a mechanism for producing a significant population of primordial black holes (PBHs)
and an observable stochastic gravitational wave background (SGWB) within string theory in-
spired models of inflation. In this framework where inflaton is identified as a non-compact
axion-like field, sub-leading non-perturbative effects can superimpose steep cliffs connected by
smooth plateaus onto the underlying axion potential. In the presence of coupling to Abelian
gauge fields, the motion of axion on the cliff-like region(s) of its potential triggers a localized
production of one helicity state of gauge fields due to the temporary fast-roll of axion around
such a feature. In this setup, primordial fluctuations sourced by vector fields exhibit a localized
peak in momentum space corresponding to modes that exit the horizon when the axion velocity is
maximal. As an application of this general mechanism, we present an example of axion inflation
which both matches Planck observations at CMB scales and generates a population of light PBHs
(MPBH ' 10−13M) that can account for all dark matter. In this scenario, the enhanced scalar
fluctuations that leads to PBHs also generate an observable SGWB of induced origin at LISA
scales. The amplitude and shape of the resulting GW signal inherits specific properties (such as
non-Gaussianity and its shape) of its scalar sources that may allow us to distinguish this mecha-
nism from other inflationary scenarios and astrophysical backgrounds. This GW signal together
with an observation of PBH distribution at the corresponding scales can thus provide a window
to the inflationary dynamics on scales much smaller than those probed by Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) and Large Scale Structure (LSS) Measurements.ar
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1
1 Introduction
Observations on CMB and LSS strongly support the inflationary paradigm in the early universe
[1–3]. While these observations1 allow us to probe the inflationary dynamics through the largest
cosmological scales, 10−4 Mpc−1 . k . 10−1 Mpc−1 corresponding to 60 − 50 e-folds before the
end of inflation, we do not have direct access to inflationary dynamics on small scales except2
for bounds on PBHs which arise if the scalar fluctuations have a sufficiently large amplitude at
small scales [9, 10]. Constraints from various physical processes on PBH abundance continue
to improve but leave viable windows especially when astrophysical uncertainties are taken into
account (See [11–14] for recent reviews).
Excitingly, PBHs could account for a significant fraction or totality of mysterious dark matter
(DM) density that dominates cosmic structures in the present day universe. In particular, recent
observations of gravitational waves (GWs) [15, 16] by black hole mergers as well as the absence of
astrophysical and collider signatures for well-motivated particle DM candidates rekindled this idea
which is observationally viable for PBHs within the mass range of 10−16 .MPBH [M] . 10−12
(corresponding to 5 × 1011 . k [Mpc−1] . 5 × 1014 ) as discussed recently in [17–20]. The most
compelling modern process of PBH formation is related to the enhancement of super-horizon
curvature perturbations [21–23] that originated as quantum fluctuations during inflation: Upon
horizon reentry, these large fluctuations collapse during the radiation dominated era to form black
holes with masses of the order of mass contained within the horizon at horizon re-crossing.
Many recent works have explored various primordial mechanisms on how such an enhancement
could be achieved, including: the presence of features in the scalar potential (an inflection point
or a sudden change in its slope) in single field inflation [24–32], through the instability of a scalar
fields during inflaton [33–35] (See [36–38] for other interesting multi-field scenarios), from gauge
field sources amplified by a rolling axion [39–43], multiple stages of inflation with a short break
(or temporary halt) of inflation [29, 44, 45], from small speed of sound [29, 46] and the resonance
in the speed of sound of curvature perturbations during inflation [47, 48].
A common feature of all early universe scenarios that leads to PBH formation is the inevitable
production of a stochastic GW background (SGWB) due to gravitational coupling of enhanced
scalar fluctuations with tensor modes at second order in perturbation theory [49–53]: although
scalar-tensor interaction is of gravitational strength (i.e. Planck suppressed), the enhancement
of scalar perturbations required to produce PBH can induce a significant amount of GWs as
the scalar modes re-enter the horizon in the radiation dominated universe3. Interestingly, this
signal contains crucial information about the properties of its sources, namely the amplitude
and statistics of scalar perturbations: for an equal amount PBH population of certain mass,
a smaller SGWB is obtained for non-Gaussian scalar perturbations compared to the Gaussian
primordial curvature perturbation modes [59]. In this sense, the determination of present PBH
mass distribution together with its associated GW signal contains key information on the statistics
of these modes complementary to the CMB probes and can help us to distinguish between different
1Spectral distortion experiments can further push this range up to k . 104 Mpc−1 [4–6].
2Bounds on the abundance of ultracompact minihalos may also lead to additional constraints [7, 8].
3For a partial list of models that studies induced SGWB produced from scalar fluctuations enhanced during
inflation, see [32, 54–58].
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models on the origin of these fluctuations. Considering the sensitivity next generation spatial
based experiments such as LISA [60, 61] will reach, simultaneous observation of these signals
provide us an opportunity to access inflationary dynamics on scales much smaller than those
currently probed with CMB and LSS experiments.
In light of this information, our main objective in this work is to identify a string-inspired
mechanism that can give rise to scalar (strongly non-Gaussian) scalar and tensor fluctuations dur-
ing inflation, capable of generating significant population of PBHs together with a SGWB that
typically involves multiple components including the induced GWs at second-order in perturba-
tion theory. For concreteness, we consider a string-inspired model of axion inflation, e.g. axion
monodromy with drifting oscillations [62–64], where the discrete shift symmetry of the axion is
broken both by a non-periodic monomial term plus a drift factor multiplying axion modulations
[65–67]:
V (φ) =
1
2
m2φ2 + Λ4
φ
f
sin
(
φ
f
)
. (1.1)
For sizeable modulations Λ4 . m2f2 (which we refer as “bumpy regime” in what follows), the last
term in (1.1) introduces plateau like regions connected by steep cliffs on to the underlying poten-
tial (See Figure 1). Focusing on this regime, earlier works have shown that the modified dynamics
in axion inflation can lead to interesting phenomenology at CMB scales including: running of
the spectral index [68], prolonged duration of inflation with intermediate (super-Planckian) field
ranges and relatively small tensor-to-scalar ratio [69]. In [29], it was also shown that the presence
of sizeable modulations may also introduce a feature (namely a shallow local minimum followed
by an inflection point) in the scalar potential at small field values, leading to a pronounced peak
in the scalar perturbations required for PBH formation at sub-CMB scales. In this model, as
in all single field models of inflation, the required enhancement of scalar perturbations (hence
the PBH abundance) is highly sensitive on model parameters that control the depth of the local
minimum of the scalar potential [27, 70]. On the other hand, as in the model we study here,
tuning the parameters of the scalar potential does not always guarantee the conditions to gen-
erate a pronounced peak in the scalar perturbations. In order to mitigate these shortcomings
associated with PBH formation in single field models of inflation, a reasonable price one can
pay is to consider the presence of additional sectors that exhibit couplings to inflaton. In this
context, inflation driven by axion-like fields appear as a natural candidates because due to their
approximate shift symmetry they are expected to couple to gauge fields through a dimension five
operator4:
∆Lint√−g = −
αc
4f
φF F˜ , (1.2)
where F is gauge field field-strength tensor, F˜ is its dual and αc/f controls the size of the
coupling with axion φ, f being the axion decay constant. The coupling (1.2) with φ leads to
amplification of gauge field fluctuations ∝ eφ˙/Hf giving rise to inflationary dynamics with a rich
set of phenomenological consequences5 including the production of primordial black holes [39–
4Shift symmetric scalars can also couple to fermion current through dimension five operators. See [71–74] for
theoretical and phenomenological implications of such coupling during axion inflation.
5A partial list includes inflation on a steep potential [75], magnetogenesis during inflation [76, 77], large scalar
[78, 79] and tensor [80] non-Gaussianity at CMB scales, parity violation in the CMB [81–83] and efficient preheating
3
43]. In most of the previous literature that utilize the coupling (1.2) during inflation, axion
potentials that give rise to smooth and monotonically increasing effective coupling ξ ∝ φ˙/Hf
was considered to enhance scalar and tensor fluctuations at sub-CMB scales through gauge field
sources. Recently, an exception to this appeared in [90, 91] where localized enhancement6 of
scalar and tensor perturbations (from gauge field sources) is studied numerically in a model
of axion inflation that utilizes sizeable constant modulations in the scalar potential. In the
present work however, we consider inflation with axion-like field where the potential exhibit
drifting modulations (See eq. (1.1)) which allow us to initiate an accurate semi-analytic study
of enhancement in primordial fluctuations in the presence of the coupling in eq. (1.2) (See
e.g. Appendix A and B).
The principle mechanism that give rise to an enhancement of primordial fluctuations is as
follows: within each step like feature, the velocity of φ, i.e. φ˙/Hf is very small in the plateau
regions of the potential (1.1) whereas it transiently peaks in the cliff-like regions connecting to
plateaus. The transient increase in φ˙/Hf around such a feature triggers a localized production of
gauge field fluctuations which in turn sources scalar and tensor fluctuations through inverse decay
processes: δA + δA → δφ and δA + δA → h. In contrast to the continuous particle production
scenarios, localized nature of particle production we consider in this work has the advantage of
inducing negligible back-reaction (See Appendix E) on the motion of inflation. This stems from
the fact that for monotonic inflaton potentials the coupling |φ˙|/Hf that controls the efficiency of
particle production is increasing continuously during inflation and once it reaches a critical value
system enters in a strong back-reaction7 regime.
In this paper, we focus on a representative parameter space in the bumpy regime to analyze
in detail the CMB and sub-CMB phenomenology that arise in axion inflation when the coupling
(1.2) between axion and gauge fields is present. In light of current uncertainties on PBH limits,
we will focus our attention on the scales relevant for the forthcoming LISA mission8 to study the
sub-CMB phenomenology in this inflationary scenario.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the bumpy regime in
axion inflation and study gauge field production as the axion traverses steep the cliff(s) in its
wiggly potential. In Section 3, we review the dynamics of primordial fluctuations in the presence
of gauge field sources. In Section 4, focusing on an explicit numerical example of background
evolution, we study the CMB and sub-CMB phenomenology in the bumpy axion inflation, with
an emphasis on production of PBHs and SGWB at LISA scales. In Section 5 we present our
conclusions.
[84, 85] that contributes to the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom ∆Neff [86, 87]. Identifying axion
as a spectator may also lead to inflationary scenarios with observable non-Gaussian GWs at CMB scales from
secondary gauge field sources [88, 89].
6Similarly, with an aim to generate visible GWs at interferometer scales, tensor fluctuations that exhibit a
localized blue tilt can be obtained through transient non-attractor phases in scalar-tensor theories of single field
inflation [92, 93].
7See e.g. [94] and [95] for a recent study on interesting features associated with the strong backreaction regime
in axion inflation.
8The possibility to test PBH dark matter with LISA is first discussed in [26]. See also [96, 97] for a general
discussion including tensor non-Gaussianities in this context.
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2 The model
Following the discussion in the introduction, we consider a model of axion-like field φ with
canonical kinetic term and an abelian gauge field sector where these sectors talk to each other
through Chern-Simons type coupling and both sectors minimally coupled to the Einstein gravity.
The action for the system is given by:
L√−g =
M2pl
2
R− 1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ− V (φ)− 1
4
FµνF
µν − αc
4f
φFµνF˜
µν (2.1)
where V (φ) is the scalar potential for φ and f is its decay constant and αc is dimensionless
constant that determines the strength of the coupling to the gauge fields. Here, the gauge field
strength tensor and its dual are defined by Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ and F˜µν ≡ ηµνρσFρσ/(2√−g)
where alternating symbol ηµνρσ is 1 for even permutation of its indices, −1 for odd permutations,
and zero otherwise.
2.1 Bumpy Regime of Axion Inflation
In this section our aim is to describe the background evolution of inflaton when its scalar potential
exhibit sizeable axion modulations in addition to the monomial term (See Figure 1). In particular,
our main focus will be the axion field profile around the step like features which is required to
set the stage for gauge field production we study in the next section.
In effective descriptions of axion inflation based on string theory compactifications, the conti-
nous shift symmetry of the axion can be spontaneously broken by background vevs (e.g. fluxes)
and/or non-perturbative effects (e.g. string instantons), leading to large field inflation models with
monomial and/or cosine (“natural inflation” [98]) potentials. If the non-perturbative corrections
are sufficiently large they can introduce sizeable modulations into the underlying potential. The
size of these effects will depend on the details of the microscopic data, in particular on the vev’s of
fluxes and other moduli that are already stabilised. Therefore, they can induce small oscillations
[99] on to the potential or dominant9 enough to introduce new local minima and maxima that
may halt inflation [102]. In this work, we will consider an intermediate situation, where size-
able but sub-dominant non-perturbative corrections introduces step-like features in the potential
including steep cliffs and gentle plateaus.
The homogeneous dynamics of the axion depends on the size of the non-perturbative correc-
tions compared to the mass term in the potential (1.1), in particular on the ratio β = Λ4/(m2f2).
In the regime we are interested in, non-perturbative effects in the scalar potential are sufficiently
large but appear as a sub-dominant piece corresponding to β . 1, without assuming β  1.
In this regime, we illustrate the global shape of the potential and its slope in Figure 1 for a
representative choice of parameters. We observe that the presence of sizeable non-perturbative
corrections introduce plateau-like regions connected by steep cliffs onto the underlying axion
potential. Notice also that at large field values, the slope of the potential V ′(φ) exhibits deep
9Arguments [100] based on Weak Gravity Conjecture (WGC) [101] can be used constraint the size of the mod-
ulations in axion monodromy potential. For the model we are considering, these theoretical considerations imply
β < M2pl/f
2. For sub-Planckian axion decay constants, this upper bound is automatically satisfied considering the
mild bumpy regime β < 1 we are operating in this work.
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Figure 1: Potential V (φ) (left) in (1.1) and its derivative V ′(φ) (right) for parameters β ≡
Λ4/m2f2 = 0.996 and Mpl/f = 3.3. For comparison we also plot the potential in the β → 0
limit, i.e. for smooth quadratic potential V (φ) ∝ φ2 (black, dotted).
wells/high barriers, indicating regions in the potential that have smaller/larger slopes compared
to the standard quadratic potential. An initially displaced φ would roll down in its wiggly po-
tential where it transiently speeds up in the cliff like regions before slowing down in smooth
plateaus and eventually settling on its global minimum at φ = 0 [69]. Depending on the initial
conditions and model parameters, φ might probe multiple cliffs of the scalar potential. In this
work, we will work with a parameter space in which plateau like regions are flat enough to allow
the axion complete its entire 60 e-folds of evolution within one such feature (See e.g. Section 4.1).
In the following, we will briefly describe the homogeneous evolution of φ during inflation while it
traverses one such step like region in its scalar potential. For more details regarding background
evolution including the approximations we undertake, see Appendix A.
Background evolution through the bumps: Assuming potential energy V (φ) in (1.1)
dominates the energy budget of the universe during inflation, i.e. 3H2M2pl ' V (φ), one can
derive simple analytic expressions that describes the dynamics of the axion-like field φ. Without
making a slow-roll approximation, within a step like region in its potential including two plateau
like regions separated by a cliff, we obtain
φ˙
2Hf
= − δ
1 + δ2(N −N∗)2 , (2.2)
where δ ≡ α(1 + β)(m/√6H) is constant dimensionless parameter assuming an approximately
constant Hubble parameter H, N denotes e-folds with N∗ representing the e-folding number when
the velocity of the axion field in (2.2) reaches its peak value. We observe from (2.2) that axion
has a non-negligible velocity on for a limited amount of e-folds given by ∆N = N − N∗ ∼ δ−1.
During these times axion is rolling over the cliff like region in its potential while its velocity
becomes increasingly small at the plateaus, i.e. when |∆N |  1.
In the presence of the coupling (1.2) to the gauge fields, the kinetic energy of the axion acts as
a source for the gauge field fluctuations and amplifies its vacuum fluctuations [75]. The efficiency
of this process is controlled by the dimensionless “effective coupling” ξ ≡ −αcφ˙/(2Hf) which
6
must be larger than unity in order to lead to significant particle production in the gauge field
sector. In the next subsection, we will focus on the amplification of gauge field fluctuations as the
axion-like field traverse the step like parts of its potential where it exhibits the velocity profile in
eq. (2.2).
2.2 Gauge Field Production
The equation of motion for the gauge field can be obtained by varying the action in (2.1) in
Coulomb gauge,
A′′i − ~∇2Ai −
αca(τ)φ˙
f
ijk ∂jAk = 0. (2.3)
We decompose the gauge field Ai in terms of the annihilation and creation operators in the usual
way,
Ai(τ, ~x) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3/2
ei
~k.~x
∑
λ=±
λi (
~k)
[
Aλ(τ,~k)aˆλ(~k) +A
∗
λ(τ,−~k)aˆ†λ(−~k)
]
, (2.4)
where the helicity vectors obey ki
±
i = 0, ijk kj 
±
k = ∓ik±i , ±i ±i = 0, ±i ∓i = 1 and (λi (~k))∗ =
λi (−~k) = −λi (~k) and the annihilation/creation operators satisfy
[
aˆλ(~k), aˆ
†
λ′(
~k′)
]
= δλλ′δ
(3)(~k−~k′).
Using the decomposition (2.4) in (2.3), the mode functions Aλ can be shown to obey
A′′±(x) +
(
1± 2ξ(x)
x
)
A±(x) = 0, (2.5)
where we defined dimensionless variable −kτ = x. Realize that with our conventions (φ˙ < 0 or
ξ > 0), time dependent mass term in (2.5) can trigger tachyonic instability only for the negative
helicity state A− for modes satisfying −kτ < 2ξ.
In the present work, we need to solve eq. (2.5) when ξ exhibit the profile given in eq. (A.10).
Using a semi-analytic procedure we explain in Appendix A, an explicit expression for the late
time dependence of A−(τ, k) can be obtained [89]:
A−(τ, k) '
[ −τ
8kξ(τ)
]1/4
A˜(τ, k), A′−(τ, k) '
[
kξ(τ)
−2τ
]1/4
A˜(τ, k) (2.6)
where we defined
A˜(τ, k) = N(ξ∗, x∗, δ) exp
[
−2
√
2ξ∗ (−kτ)1/2
δ| ln(τ/τ∗)|
]
, τ/τ∗ < 1. (2.7)
In eq. (2.7), the normalization factor (real and positive) N(ξ∗, x∗, δ) parametrizes the scale
dependence and the sensitivity of the mode functions on the background dynamics through
x∗ = −kτ∗ = k/k∗, ξ∗ and δ with τ∗ denoting the conformal time when ξ reaches its peak value
ξ∗ while axion rolls through the cliffs.
Before we finalize this section, in analogy with Standard Model notation, we define “Electric”
and “Magnetic” fields in terms of the auxiliary potential Ai: Ei = −a−2 A′i, Bi = a−2 ijk ∂jAk.
7
The Fourier transforms of these sources are given by (See Section 3):
Eˆi(τ,~k) = −(Hτ)2
√
k
2
−i (~k)
(
2ξ(τ)
−kτ
)1/4
A˜(τ, k)
[
aˆ−(~k) + aˆ
†
−(−~k)
]
,
Bˆi(τ,~k) = −(Hτ)2
√
k
2
−i (~k)
( −kτ
2ξ(τ)
)1/4
A˜(τ, k)
[
aˆ−(~k) + aˆ
†
−(−~k)
]
, (2.8)
where we have used (2.4), (2.6) and the definitions of electric and magnetic fields above.
3 Primordial fluctuations sourced by vector fields during inflation
The Lagrangian (2.1) contains one scalar and two tensor modes as dynamical variables. To linear
order in perturbations, we decompose these fluctuations as
φˆ(τ, ~x) = φ(τ) +
∫
d3k
(2pi)3/2
ei
~k·~x Qˆφ(k, τ)
a(τ)
, (3.1)
hˆij(τ, ~x) =
2
Mpl
∫
d3k
(2pi)3/2
ei
~k.~x
∑
λ=±
Π∗ij,λ
Qˆλ(τ,~k)
a(τ)
, (3.2)
where hij is the transverse, ∂ihij = 0 and traceless, hii = 0 metric perturbation and the polariza-
tion operators are defined as Π∗ij,± = 
±
i (
~k)±j (~k), Πij,± = 
∓
i (
~k)∓j (~k), satisfying Π
∗
ij,λΠij,λ′ = δλλ′ .
In the spatially flat gauge, the metric is given by
ds2 = a2(τ)
[−N2dτ2 + (δij + hij) (dxi +N idτ) (dxj +N jdτ)] , (3.3)
where N = 1 + δN and N i are non-dynamical lapse and shift function respectively. Plugging the
metric in eq. (3.3) into the Lagrangian (2.1), one can solve for the lapse and shift in terms of the
dynamical scalar mode (See e.g. [79, 103]). In this way, the action for physical scalar fluctuation
Qφ can be shown to assume the following form,
S
[
Qˆφ
]
=
1
2
∫
dτd3k
{
Qˆ′φQˆ
′
φ −
[
k2 +m2eff(τ)
]
Qˆ2φ + 2Qˆφ Jˆφ(τ,
~k)
}
, (3.4)
where m2eff a time dependent mass that we will further elaborate on in the following section and
Jˆφ is the source induced due to the couplings to the gauge fields:
Jˆφ(τ,~k) ≡ αca(τ)
3
f
∫
d3x
(2pi)3/2
e−i~k·~x Eˆi(τ, ~x)Bˆi(τ, ~x). (3.5)
Similarly, for each polarization of canonical tensor fluctuations Qλ, we have
S
[
Qˆ
(p)
λ
]
=
1
2
∫
dτd3k
{
Qˆ
(p) ′
λ Qˆ
(p) ′
λ −
[
k2 − a
′′(τ)
a(τ)
]
Qˆ
(p)2
λ + 2Qˆ
(p)
λ Jˆ
(p)
λ (τ,
~k)
}
, (3.6)
where we have labeled the quantities with (p) to distinguish this primordial contribution from the
induced component we study in Appendix B. In eq. (3.6), the primordial source term involving
8
gauge fields is given by the following Fourier transform
Jˆ
(p)
λ (τ,
~k) ≡ −a(τ)
3
Mpl
Πij,λ(~k)
∫
d3x
(2pi)3/2
e−i~k.~x
[
Eˆi(τ, ~x)Eˆj(τ, ~x) + Bˆi(τ, ~x)Bˆj(τ, ~x)
]
. (3.7)
Next, we will study the scalar and tensor modes in the presence of vector modes sources, i.e. Jˆφ
and Jˆ
(p)
λ which we will discuss separately in the following subsections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
3.1 Sourced scalar fluctuations
In the presence of gauge field production, the coupling φFF˜ may significantly affect inflaton
fluctuations through the inverse decay of amplified fluctuations in the gauge field sector: δA +
δA→ δφ. In order to investigate these effects, we will focus on the mode equation of the canonical
variable Qˆφ = aδφ, which can be derived from (3.4) as(
∂2τ + k
2 +m2eff(τ)
)
Qˆφ(τ,~k) = Jˆφ(τ,~k) ≡ αca
3
f
∫
d3p
(2pi)3/2
Eˆi(τ,~k − ~p)Bˆi(τ, ~p). (3.8)
In terms of the slow-roll parameters and background quantities, the time dependent mass term
is given by
m2eff(τ) = −(aH)2
[
2− + 3η
2
+
1
4
η2 − 1
2
η +
η˙
2H
]
, (3.9)
where we defined
 ≡ φ˙
2
2H2M2pl
, η ≡ ˙
H
. (3.10)
As the inflaton traverses steep cliffs, all the terms in meff experience notable oscillations, in-
cluding transient violations of the slow-roll parameter,i.e. |η| & O(1). This situation should be
contrasted with vanilla slow-roll inflation where to a good approximation one can safely assume
m2eff → −2/τ2. In the model we are considering, we therefore need take into account the effects
that this departure from slow-roll regime may imprint on the homogeneous and particular solu-
tions of the eq. (3.8). In this work, for the calculation of vacuum power spectrum, we will use
numerical tools that are designed to solve coupled background and fluctuations equations during
inflation as we explain further in Section (4.3.1).
For the purpose of calculating sourced scalar fluctuations, we first seperate Qˆφ in (3.8) into a
vacuum mode, Qˆ
(v)
φ , i.e. solution to the homogeneous part of (3.8) and the sourced mode Qˆ
(s)
φ ,
i.e. particular solution of (3.8). The vacuum mode can be decomposed in the standard way as
Qˆ
(v)
φ (τ,
~k) = Q
(v)
φ (τ, k) aˆ(
~k) +Q
(v)∗
φ (τ, k) aˆ
†(−~k), (3.11)
where aˆ and aˆ† are the creation and annihilation operators for Qˆ(v)φ . The solution for the complex
vacuum mode function can be therefore obtained by solving the following equation,(
∂2τ + k
2 +m2eff(τ)
)
Q
(v)
φ (τ, k) = 0. (3.12)
9
On the other hand, the particular solution of (3.8) is given by
Qˆ
(s)
φ (τ,
~k) =
∫ τ
dτ ′ Gφk(τ, τ
′) Jˆφ(τ ′,~k), (3.13)
where Gφk(τ, τ
′) is the Green’s function associated with the homogeneous part of the eq. (3.8)
and can be constructed using the solutions of eq. (3.12) as
Gφk
(
τ, τ ′
)
= iΘ
(
τ − τ ′) [Q(v)φ (τ, k)Q(v)∗φ (τ ′, k)−Q(v)∗φ (τ, k)Q(v)φ (τ ′, k)] . (3.14)
As we mentioned earlier, it is not possible to obtain a closed form expression for Gφk(τ, τ
′) in terms
of known elementary functions when the background deviates from vanilla slow-roll evolution
during inflation, i.e. during the times when the inflaton rolls through the steep cliffs in its potential
(1.1). Nevertheless, in Appendix B, we will introduce a procedure to simplify the form of Gφk ,
allowing for the computation of the sourced scalar correlators we are interested using semi-analytic
techniques.
Keeping these in mind, we will use comoving curvature perturbation to calculate scalar corre-
lators. In the spatially flat gauge, it is proportional to the sum of vacuum and sourced inflaton
perturbation as
Rˆ(τ,~k) = H
aφ˙
Qˆφ(τ,~k) =
H
aφ˙
(
Qˆ
(v)
φ (τ,
~k) + Qˆ
(s)
φ (τ,
~k)
)
. (3.15)
Using eq. (3.15), we provide a detailed derivation of the full power spectrum of curvature pertur-
bation in Appendix B by taking into account the transient deviation of the background from its
slow-roll attractor regime, i.e. during the rollover of inflaton φ through smooth plateaus followed
by steep cliff(s) shown in Figure 1.
3.2 Sourced tensor fluctuations
Enhanced vector fields may also influence tensor fluctuations substantially. We can investigate
such effects focusing on the action (3.6), which we vary to obtain the mode equation for Qλ as(
∂2τ + k
2 − a
′′(τ)
a(τ)
)
Qˆ
(p)
λ (τ,
~k) = Jˆ
(p)
λ (τ,
~k). (3.16)
Using the Fourier decomposition of ~E and ~B fields, the source term (3.7) that appear on the
right hand side of (3.16) can be written as a convolution in momentum space
Jˆ
(p)
λ (τ,
~k) = −a
3(τ)
Mpl
Πij,λ(~k)
∫
d3p
(2pi)3/2
[
Eˆi(τ,~k − ~p)Eˆj(τ, ~p) + Bˆi(τ,~k − ~p)Bˆj(τ, ~p)
]
. (3.17)
Similar to the case for scalar fluctuations, we solve for Qλ in (3.16) by separating Qλ into a
vacuum mode, Q
(v)
λ and the sourced mode Q
(s)
λ . The vacuum mode is given by
Qˆ
(v,p)
λ (τ,
~k) = Qλ(τ, k) aˆλ(~k) +Q
∗
λ(τ, k) aˆ
†
λ(−~k),
Qλ(τ, k) =
e−ikτ√
2k
(
1− i
kτ
)
, (3.18)
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where aˆ†λ creates a graviton with helicity 2λ. On the other hand, the sourced contribution can
be written formally as
Qˆ
(s,p)
λ (τ,
~k) =
∫ τ
dτ ′ Gk(τ, τ ′) Jˆ
(p)
λ (τ
′,~k), (3.19)
where the Green’s function can be obtained from the homogeneous part of (3.16) as
Gk
(
τ, τ ′
)
= Θ
(
τ − τ ′) pi
2
√
ττ ′
[
J3/2(−kτ)Y3/2
(−kτ ′)− Y3/2(−kτ)J3/2 (−kτ ′)] , (3.20)
where Jν and Yν are Bessel functions of real argument.
Primordial tensor power spectrum: The origin of sourced tensor fluctuations in this
model is identical to models studied in [88, 89]. We will therefore omit a detailed derivation of
the sourced primordial tensor power spectrum and refer the interested reader to Appendix D of
[88] or Appendix B of [89] for a detailed discussion on this matter. Keeping this in mind, we
define the tensor power spectrum as
k3
2pi2
〈
hˆλ(τ,~k)hˆλ′(τ,~k
′)
〉
≡ δλλ′ δ
(
~k + ~k′
)
Pλ(τ, k). (3.21)
Using the relation between the tensor mode operators hˆλ and the canonical mode Qˆλ:
hˆλ(τ, k) = Πij,λ(~k)hˆij(τ,~k) =
2
Mpla(τ)
Qˆλ(τ,~k), (3.22)
The total primordial tensor power spectrum can be written as the sum of uncorrelated vacuum
and sourced part which can be obtained using (3.18) and (3.19) as,
P(p)λ (k) = P(v,p)λ (k) + P(s,p)λ (k) (3.23)
=
H2
pi2M2pl
+
H4
64pi4M4pl
f2,λ (ξ∗, x∗, δ) , (3.24)
where the function that parametrizes the gauge field production is given by [89]
f2,λ
(
ξ∗,
k
k∗
, δ
)
=
1
4
∫ ∞
1
dx
∫ 1
0
dy
(1− y2)2 (1− λx)4√
x2 − y2 N
2
(
ξ∗,
x− y
2
x∗, δ
)
N2
(
ξ∗,
x+ y
2
x∗, δ
)
× I2
[
ξ∗, x∗, δ,
x+ y
2
,
x− y
2
]
, (3.25)
where x∗ = −kτ∗ = k/k∗ denoting the ratio of the physical momentum to the horizon side at the
time when ξ reaches its peak value ξ∗ = αcδ (See e.g. eq. (A.10)). Recall that (3.25) involves
the normalization factors N of gauge fields which we derived in Appendix A and the function I
is defined as [89]
I
[
ξ∗, x∗, δ, p˜, q˜
]
≡ I1
[
ξ∗, x∗, δ,
√
p˜+
√
q˜
]
+
√
p˜q˜
2
I2
[
ξ∗, x∗, δ,
√
p˜+
√
q˜
]
(3.26)
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with I1 and I2 representing the time integral of the gauge field sources. They are defined as
I1
[
ξ∗, x∗, δ, Q
]
≡
∫ ∞
0
dx′
(
x′ cosx′ − sinx′)√ξ (x′)
x′
exp
[
−2
√
2ξ∗
δ
x′1/2
| ln(x′/x∗) |Q
]
, (3.27)
I2
[
ξ∗, x∗, δ, Q
]
≡
∫ ∞
0
dx′
(
x′ cosx′ − sinx′)√ x′
ξ (x′)
exp
[
−2
√
2ξ∗
δ
x′1/2
| ln(x′/x∗) |Q
]
. (3.28)
3.3 Summary of the primordial power spectra
In this work we are interested in the 2-pt correlators of scalar and tensor fluctuations which are
defined as in eqs. (B.7) and (3.21). As we discussed previously, the primordial power spectra
can be written as a sum of uncorrelated contributions of quantum vacuum fluctuations and those
sourced by the vector fields:
PR(k) = P(v)R (k) + P(s)R (k), P(p)λ (k) = P(v,p)λ (k) + P(s,p)λ (k).
In this model, in contrast to the vacuum fluctuations of the metric, only − helicity states of the
sourced tensor fluctuations are amplified in the presence of vector field sources A−. Therefore,
in the rest of this work, we will only consider P(s,p)− to study the phenomenology of the rolling
bumpy axion model. Following our discussion in the previous section, the vacuum power spectra
is given by the following expressions
P(v)R (k) = lim
τ→0−
k3
2pi2
(
H
aφ˙
)2 ∣∣Q(v)φ (τ,~k)∣∣2, P(v,p)λ (k) = H2pi2M2pl . (3.29)
Focusing on a representative example of background evolution in the model we described above,
we will compute the scale dependence of vacuum power spectra in (3.29) numerically in Section
4. On the other hand, we will compute the sourced contributions to the scalar and tensor power
spectrum using the formulas we developed in Appendix B and in Section 3.2. These contributions
can be summarized as
P(s)R (k) = P(v)R (k)
H2
64pi2M2pl
f2,R(ξ∗, x∗, δ), P(s,p)− (k) '
H4
64pi4M4pl
f2,−(ξ∗, x∗, δ), (3.30)
where dimensionless functions fi,j with i = 2 and j = {R,−} parametrize the dependence of
the sourced power spectra on the background model. In particular, during the roll of the axion
on a cliff like region of its wiggly potential, the effective coupling ξ between the vector fields and
φ increases, leading to a bump in ξ in time direction. During the time where ξ reaches its peak
value ξ∗, the amplification of the gauge field modes that crosses the horizon is maximal, leading
to the efficient enhancement of certain range of wave-numbers localized in momentum space. For
the power spectra of R(s) and h(s,p)− sourced by the vector fields, this directly translates into a
localized bump in momentum space controlled by the ratio x∗ = k/k∗. The height of this scale
dependent signal depends on the maximum value ξ∗ achieved by ξ whereas the width depends
on the number of e-folds φ˙ (or ξ) significantly differs from zero: ∆N ' δ−1, manifesting the
dependence of the signal on the ratio δ ∝ m/H. For larger δ, φ˙ reaches its peak faster before it
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reduces to very small values in the plateau regions of its potential (1.1). In this case, the roll of φ
influences fewer modes of the gauge fields, reducing the width of the bump in the power spectra.
For a fixed ξ∗ and δ, we found that the momentum dependence (i.e. x∗ = k/k∗) of the
dimensionless functions fi,j can be described by a log-normal shape [88, 89],
fi,j
(
k
k∗
, ξ∗, δ
)
' f ci,j [ξ∗, δ] exp
[
− 1
2σ2i,j [ξ∗, δ]
ln2
(
k
k∗ xci,j [ξ∗, δ]
)]
. (3.31)
As suggested by the the expression (3.31), the information about the location, width and the
height of the sourced signals in (3.30) depends on the motion of φ in the step-like features of its
wiggly potential, particularly through ξ∗ and δ dependence of the functions xci,j , σi,j , f
c
i,j . It is
clear from (3.31) that fi,j is maximal at k = k∗ xci,j , where it evaluates to f
c
i,j whereas σi,j controls
the width of the signal. In the next section, focusing on a representative background model of
bumpy axion inflation (with a fixed δ), we will derive accurate formulas for these functions by
fitting the right hand side of eq. (3.31) to reproduce the position, height and width of the sourced
signal parametrized within the integrals of fi,j defined in Section 3.2 and Appendix B.
4 Phenomenology of the bumpy axion inflation
The motion of an initially displaced φ around the plateau like regions is expected to be smooth
and slowly varying due to the small slopes the scalar potential exhibits (See e.g. Figure 1). There-
fore, plateau like regions are suitable to sustain the inflationary dynamics required to produce
nearly scale invariant scalar fluctuations at CMB scales. On the other hand, the roll of the
inflaton φ through the cliff(s) of its wiggly potential leads to efficient production of gauge field
fluctuations that can be considered as a source of curvature and metric perturbations through
the corresponding inverse decay processes: δA− + δA− → δφ and δA− + δA− → h−. In the
presence of the coupling (1.2), we studied the influence of such additional channels on scalar and
tensor fluctuations in Section 3.1 and 3.2. The main structure of the resulting 2-pt correlators
sourced by gauge fields is discussed in Section 3.3 and are given by eq. (3.30). In this section and
the following subsections, we will focus on a typical background model of axion inflation in the
bumpy regime (β . 1) to study the phenomenological implications of this model at CMB and
sub-CMB scales.
For this purpose, we consider a representative background model of axion inflation by focusing
on the following parameter choices in the bumpy regime of scalar potential in eq. (1.1),
β ≡ Λ
4
m2f2
= 0.9958, α ≡ Mpl
f
= 3.3. (4.1)
We note that for Mpl/f ∼ O(1) and an intermediate field range ∆φ ∼ 3Mpl we consider in this
work, β should be tuned as in eq. (4.1) to obtain sufficient amount of e-folds during inflation.
In general, decreasing f 10 with respect to Mpl (increasing α) increases the number of wiggles in
10In the context of axion inflation, see [64, 65, 68, 104, 105] for models that adopts parametrically smaller f .
For example, in the axion monodromy model f ∼ 10−2 − 10−6Mpl which leads to resonances in perturbations
resulting with oscillations in the spectral index ns [64]. On the other hand, axions in string theory tend to have
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Figure 2: The evolution of φ (left) and Hubble parameter H (right) with respect to e-folds for
the parameter choices given by (4.1) (See also Table 1) in the potential (1.1).
the scalar potential at a given field range and so the required tuning of β in the bumpy regime
β . 1 or the necessary field range without tuning β to obtain enough inflation [69].
4.1 Bumpy rides during inflation: slow roll - fast roll - slow roll
Assuming negligible backreaction (See Appendix E) from gauge fields, we now study the infla-
tionary evolution on a flat FRW background. We focus on the parameters choices given by eq.
(4.1) in the axion potential (1.1) to study the following background equations:
H2 =
V (φ)
M2pl(3− )
d2φ
dN2
+ (3− ) dφ
dN
+
1
H2
V ′(φ) = 0 (4.2)
where dN = d ln a(t) and the Hubble slow-roll parameter is defined by  ≡ −H˙/H2 =
(2M2pl)
−1 (dφ/dN)2. We numerically solve the set of equations in eq. (4.2) assuming initially
the system is in the slow-roll attractor regime, defined by the condition dφ/dN = −V ′(φ)/V (φ).
In Figure 2, we present the resulting field profile φ and Hubble rate H as a function of e-folds
during inflation where we set φ = 4.8Mpl initially. We observe that the inflaton slowly rolls
down the smooth plateau-like regions, sustaining an almost constant Hubble friction. However,
whenever it meets a cliff, φ speeds up quickly, until it reaches the next plateau where Hubble fric-
tion rapidly slows it right back down again. The system is in a slow-roll attractor regime within
the plateau, but departs from it during the acceleration/fast roll through the steeper cliff and
the during the deceleration when rolling into the next flat plateau following the steep cliff. This
behaviour can be seen clearly from Figure 3 where we the evolution of the slow-roll parameter 
and η ≡ ˙/H with respect to e-folds N is shown. We see that  peaks as φ accelerates (η > 0)
down the steep cliffs and then  reduces back again as φ decelerates (η < 0) into the plateaus.
During the time where  peaks, the effective coupling between the gauge fields and the axion
will be maximal ξ ∝ √, leading to efficient particle production in the gauge field sector (See
decay constants between the GUT and Planck scale [106].
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Figure 3: The evolution of slow-roll parameters  (left) and η (right) with respect to e-folds
during inflation for the same parameter choice provided in Figure 2.
Mpl/f = 3.3
Np 55.6
m 1.399× 10−7Mpl
Λ 2.057× 10−4Mpl
Table 1: The number of e-folds Np at which the pivot scale crosses the horizon during inflation
and the relevant mass scales in the axion potential (1.1).
Section 2.2). In Section 4.3, we will study the resulting sub-CMB phenomenology for the scalar
and tensor fluctuations at scales during such particle production processes. However, before we
proceed, we need to make sure that the predictions of our model are in agreement with the
observations at the CMB scales. This will be the topic of the following subsection.
It should be noted that in order to fix the overall scale of the potential and thus the Hubble
rate with respect to Planck scale Mpl (See Figure 2), we need to determine the mass scale m in
the scalar potential (1.1). For this purpose, first we found that the pivot scale kp = 0.05 Mpc
−1
exits the horizon at Np ' 55.6 e-folds in the model under considration. We then utilize the
normalization of the scalar power spectrum at the pivot scale PR(kp) ' 2.1 × 10−9 to fix the
overall mass scale m which in turn allows us to determine Λ for the given β in eq. (4.1). In this
way, we summarize the model parameters that give rise to the background evolution we presented
in Figure 2 and 3 in Table 1.
4.2 CMB Phenomenology
In the previous subsection, we have seen that the slow-roll parameters undergo large oscillations
when the field rolls down the steep cliffs and into the plateaus of the potential (1.1). However,
during the short range of e-folds that is associated with CMB scales, i.e. the roll of the scalar
field in the first plateau region, the slow-roll parameters are small and are evolving smoothly.
In order to accurately capture the predictions of the model at CMB scales, we use the model
15
Observables Case 1: Mpl/f = 3.3
ns 0.9640
αs −0.0085
βs −1.1× 10−4
r 7.1× 10−6
nt −1.2× 10−6
Table 2: CMB observables in bumpy axion inflation evaluated at the pivot scale kp =
0.05 Mpc−1.
parameters in Table 1 and utilize MultiModeCode11 which is suitable for numerically studying
background and perturbation equations when there are large deviations from slow-roll conditions
[107–112]. In this way, we determine inflationary observables such as spectral index of scalar
fluctuations ns, its running αs, its running of the running βs, tensor-to-scalar ratio r and spectral
index of tensor fluctuations at the pivot scale. The resulting list of observables are shown in Table
2. which are in agreement with the recent Planck data12 (TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BK15) [1]
at kp = 0.05 Mpc
−1:
ns = 0.9639± 0.0044,
αs = −0.0069± 0.0069, r < 0.067. (4.3)
From Table 2, we observe that the model exhibit a mild running αs at CMB scales, which is
a typical feature of wiggly potentials [68, 69]. On the other hand, the existence of flat plateau
like regions in the potential leads to the required amount of inflation generically for intermediate
field excursion in Planck units: in the example we present in this section, we have ∆φ = 2.99Mpl
between the time pivot scale exits the horizon and the end of inflation where  = 1. As the CMB
scales exit the horizon while the axion rolls on the flat plateau region of the potential where
V ′(φ)→ 0, the model also exhibits a small tensor-to-scalar ratio r ≈ 10−5 while the tensor power
spectrum obtains a tiny red tilt, nt ≈ 10−6. We note that such small values of r is beyond the
reach of future CMB polarization missions such as CMB-S4 [113] and LiteBIRD [114]. It is also
worth mentioning that due to the pronounced axion modulations (∝ φ) in the scalar potential,
sizeable running of the spectral index αs typically restricts the choice of Np allowed by CMB
observations (See e.g. eq. (4.3)) to be within 1% of the value we provide in Table 1. In the
context of axion monodromy, a simple way out of this problem can be obtained by considering a
drift factor that is exponentially sensitive to the axion field value φ [31] such that modulations
are negligible compared to the monomial term in the scalar potential for field values where CMB
scales exit the horizon.
Although the model we consider leads to unobservable tensor fluctuations at CMB scales, in
the presence of the coupling in eq. (1.2), the fast roll of the axion offers a rich phenomenology
in terms of tensor and scalar fluctuations for modes that exits the horizon around N∗ ' 24
11Web page: www.modecode.org.
12In the model we consider since the running of the running βs is two orders of magnitude below αs we will not
consider Planck results including βs.
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{i, j} ln(|f ci,j |) ' xci,j ' σi,j '
{2,R} −6.94 + 5.50 ξ∗ − 0.010 ξ2∗ 2.19 + 0.592 ξ∗ + 0.0041 ξ2∗ 0.447− 0.0065 ξ∗ + 0.00024 ξ2∗
{2,−} −7.79 + 5.17 ξ∗ − 0.002 ξ2∗ 2.51 + 0.963 ξ∗ + 0.0054 ξ2∗ 0.406− 0.0213 ξ∗ + 0.00061 ξ2∗
Table 3: ξ∗ dependence of the height f ci,j , location x
c
i,j and width σi,j of eq. (3.31) for δ = 1.57.
(See e.g. Figure 2 and 3). In the following subsection, we will therefore focus on the sub-CMB
phenomenology of the model we introduced in this section.
4.3 Phenomenology at sub-CMB scales
As we discussed in the beginning of Section 4, the roll of the axion in the step like feature of its
potential leads to an additional primordial component of SGWB (δA−+δA− → h−) that exhibit
a peak around k ∼ k∗ = a∗H∗, corresponding to the scales that exit horizon at around N∗ = 24 in
the specific model we studied above. The gauge field amplification that produces this primordial
SBGW also enhances the scalar perturbations at the corresponding scales (δA− + δA− → R).
These amplified scalar fluctuations can later lead to a population of PBHs when the corresponding
scales re-enter the horizon during radiation dominated universe (RDU) [13]. On the other hand,
the enhancement of the scalar perturbations required to produce PBH during RDU can also
induce significant amount of GWs through the coupling of scalar and tensor modes at second-
order in perturbation theory [50, 52]. In the presence of gauge field sources, this channel can
be schematically described as δA− + δA− + δA− + δA− → R +R → h± by noting that scalar
perturbations do not discriminate between different helicity states of metric perturbation. In the
bumpy axion model we are considering here, we review this important component that contributes
to the SGWB in Appendix C. In this subsection, our main objective is to study the prospects
of generating a large population of PBHs together with primordial + induced SBGW that may
originate in the bumpy axion inflation for the background evolution we presented in Section 4.1.
For this purpose, we need to calculate sourced contributions to the primordial power spectra
in eq. (3.30) and therefore require the functions f2,R and f2,− given by eq. (3.31) we introduced
earlier. To determine the height, width and the location of the peaks in these functions, we use
δ = 1.5713 as implied by the model we study in Section 4.1. For this parameter choice, we studied
the integrals defined in eqs. (3.25) and (B.13) for different ξ∗ values. In this way, we find that the
functions xci,j , σi,j , f
c
i,j can be described by smooth second order polynomials within the interval
8.5 ≤ ξ∗ ≤ 12 which we present in Table 3.
4.3.1 Assisted PBH production in bumpy axion inflation
On scales much smaller compared to the CMB probes, the limits on the PBH abundance put
an upper bound on the primordial scalar perturbations as the formation of such objects require
enhanced scalar fluctuations. In describing the constraints on scalar power spectrum on various
sub-CMB scales from PBH abundance, we will mainly follow the limits considered in [59] in-
cluding effects induced by black hole evaporation [115, 116], capture of primordial black holes by
13The peak value of the slow-roll parameter ∗ = 0.453 shown in Figure 3 fixes the choice of δ = 1.57 for
α = Mpl/f = 3.3. This is because ∗ = 2δ2/α2 as can be inferred from (3.10) using (2.2).
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Figure 4: The vacuum power spectrum P(v)R (left) and the total power spectrum in eq. (4.4)
(right) as a function of number of e-folds in the bumpy axion monodromy model we studied in
Section 4.1. On the right panel, the parameter choice ξ∗ = 10.438 corresponds to i.e. FPBH = 1
where PBHs constitutes the total DM abundance.
stars during its formation [117], micro-lensing [118, 119], wide binary disruption [120] and finally
dragging of halo objects into the Galactic nucleus by dynamical friction [121] (See also [11]). We
would like to point out that there are large astrophysical uncertainties regarding the star forma-
tion constraints [17], and for this reason we will not include them in our analysis below, where we
assume that the corresponding mass window, 1020 g . MPBH . 1022 g, can be compatible with
PBH being a significant fraction, or the totality of the dark matter abundance.
In the bumpy axion inflation model we are focusing, the total primordial power spectrum of
curvature perturbation is given by
PR(k) = P(v)R (k)
[
1 +
H2
64pi2M2pl
f2,R
(
ξ∗,
k
k∗
, δ = 1.57
)]
, (4.4)
where the vacuum power spectrum is defined in (3.29) and f2,R is given by the shape defined
in (3.31). In this expression, given the complexity of background dynamics we studied in Section
4.1, we calculate the vacuum power spectrum numerically using MultiModeCode for the parameter
choices provided in Table 1. On the other hand, in order to determine the sourced piece in eq.
(4.4), we will make use of the background solutions we presented in Section 4.1 together with
eq. (3.31) and Table 3. In this way, we present the scale dependence of the vacuum and full
power spectrum in Figure 4, where we replaced the k dependence to number of e-folds using
horizon crossing condition for each mode: kN = a(N)H(N). From the left panel, we realize the
characteristic dip in the vacuum scalar power spectrum that is observed for modes that exit the
horizon before the system enters the short non-slow roll phase with η < 0 (i.e. before  reaches its
peak value ∗, see e.g. Figure 3) [23, 122–124]. Following the scales corresponding to the dip, the
power in the curvature spectrum first rises due to the short non-attractor phase where η . −6
and then decays with a red tilt collectively for modes that exit the horizon during non-attractor
and final slow-roll attractor phase. The duration of the non-attractor phase and hence power
attained at the peak following the dip depends very sensitively on the parameters of the axion
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potential {m,Λ}. For the parameter choices14 we have made in Table 1, we found an order of
magnitude growth with respect to CMB scales in the vacuum power spectrum (See Figure 4).
On the other hand, the presence of gauge field sources leads to an exponential amplification
parametrized by f2,R factor in the total curvature power spectrum in eq. (4.4). In other words,
around the time when axion velocity reaches its peak, the exponential amplification of the gauge
fields efficiently sources the curvature perturbation via δA− + δA− → R. As a result, total
curvature power spectrum peaks at scales corresponding to kpeak = k∗ xc2,R as presented in the
right panel of Figure 4.
PBHs as dark matter: In the post-inflationary universe, modes corresponding to the peak
of the scalar power spectrum (k ' kpeak ' 1.4 × 1013 Mpc−1) can collapse to form PBHs (with
MPBH ' 2.2× 10−13M) for fluctuations that posses sufficiently large amplitude. The efficiency
of PBH formation depends strongly on the statistical properties of the primordial curvature
perturbation. In the model under consideration, sourced scalar fluctuations originate from the
convolution of two Gaussian gauge field modes and hence obey χ2 statistics [39]. In this case, the
fraction β of causal regions collapsing onto primordial black holes is related to power spectrum
of curvature perturbation by [125, 126]
β(N) = Erfc
(√
1
2
+
Rc√
2PR(N)
)
, (4.5)
where Rc is the threshold for collapse15 during radiation dominated universe and Erfc(x) =
1−Erf(x) is the complementary error function. At the time of their formation (i.e. upon horizon
entry of modes with k ∼ kpeak), a fraction γβ(M(k))ρ|k=afHf of the total energy in the Universe
turns into PBHs16. After their formation, β grows inversely proportional to the cosmic temper-
taure (∝ a) until matter-radiation equality, since PBHs essentially behave as pressureless dust(
ρPBH ∝ a−3
)
. Therefore, neglecting secondary effects such as accretion and merger of PBHs,
the fraction of PBH abundance in dark matter density today can be determined by a simple
red-shifting relation as [13, 135],
fPBH(M(N)) '
(
β(M(N))
2.8× 10−15
)( γ
0.2
)3/2(g∗ (Tf )
106.75
)−1/4( M(N)
2.2× 10−13M
)−1/2
, (4.6)
where Tf is the temperature of the plasma in the radiation dominated universe at the time of
PBH formation and the relation between the mass of the black holes and the number of e-folds
14We have checked that in the vicinity of Mpl/f = 3.3, further fine tuning of {m,Λ} does not lead to enough
enhancement (at the order of 107) in the vacuum power spectrum required for PBH formation.
15Recent theoretical and numerical studies indicate that this quantity can take values within the range Rc =
O(0.05−1) [127–131]. Moreover, it has been argued that the threshold for collapse is non-universal and depends on
the shape of primordial power spectrum [132]. See however [133] for a formulation that may allow for a universal
threshold. Note that the value of β is highly sensitive to the choice of Rc which can be compansated by a change
in PR to produce the same PBH abundance. In this work, we will take Rc = 1.
16The value of the constant of proportionality γ = 0.2 is suggested by the analytical model in [134] for PBHs
formed during the radiation dominated era.
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during inflation is given by [42],
M(N)
2.2× 10−13M ' 3 γ
10−7 GeV ×Hend,inf
H(N)2
e2N , (4.7)
where Hend,inf denotes the Hubble rate at the end of inflation. The total fractional PBH abun-
dance is then simply given by
FPBH =
∫
d lnM fPBH(M) = 2
∫
dN (1 + (N)) fPBH(N), (4.8)
where the integral should be taken over e-folds during axion inflation for which integrand is
peaked, i.e. from Nmax = 25 to Nmin = 19 where the scalar power spectrum peaks as in Figure
4. Using eqs. (4.7) and (4.5) in eq. (4.6), we found the limiting value of ξ∗ ' 10.44 in the bumpy
axion inflation which corresponds to a PBH abundance that can account for the totality of DM
density in the universe, i.e. FPBH = 1 in eq. (4.8). The corresponding peak in the curvature
power spectrum is shown in the right panel of Figure 4.
4.3.2 Primordial and Induced GW background from bumpy axion inflation
In the inflationary scenario we introduced above, there are two17 distinct populations of SGWB:
1. The GW background that originates from the amplified gauge fields during inflation through
the channel: δA− + δA− → h− which we study in Section 3.2. We label this contribution
as “primordial”.
2. The induced GW background that originates from the scalar fluctuations that are enhanced
by the gauge fields during inflation. The induced GW signal in this case is associated with
the enhanced scalar modes that re-enter the horizon to form PBHs during RDU. We label
this contribution as “induced” and study its production channel: δA−+δA−+δA−+δA− →
R+R → h± in Appendix B.
We express the amplitude of the stochastic GW background in terms of the present fractional
energy density of GWs per logarithmic wavenumber, i.e. Ωgw (See Appendix D). In terms of the
tensor power spectrum of individual contributions we discussed above, it is given by
Ω(tot)gw (τ0, k)h
2 =
(
Ω(p)gw (τ0, k) + Ω
(ind)
gw (τ0, k)
)
h2
' Ωr,0 h
2
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{
P(s,p)− (τi, k) +
∑
λ
(
P(v,p)λ (τi, k) +
(
k
H(τf )
)2
P(ind)λ (τf , k)
)}
, (4.9)
where Ωr,0h
2 ' 2.4× 10−5 is the radiation density today, τi represents a time right after inflation
and τf denotes a time during radiation dominated universe such that kτf  1. For a detailed
discussion on of each contribution that appear in (4.9), see Appendix D. The quantity Ωgw(τ0, k)h
2
is typically plotted with respect to the frequency f = k/2pi, which is related to the number of
17Here we ignore the GW background that can be produced by the merging of PBH binaries, since their formation
until today [136, 137].
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LISA
Ωgw(ind)h2 = 2 Ωgw(ind, red)h2
Ωgw(p)h2
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Figure 5: Primordial (orange solid) and induced (red dashed) contributions to the total SGWB
presented in eq. (4.9) for the bumpy axion inflation. As explained in the main text, to estimate
the total contribution to the induced signal, we multiplied the power spectrum of “Reducible”
diagram P(ind,red)λ by two (See e.g. eq. (C.12) of Appendix B).
e-folds during inflation by [42]
N = Np − 41.7 + ln
(
kp
0.05 Mpc−1
)
− ln
(
f
100 Hz
)
+ ln
(
H(N)
Hp
)
, (4.10)
where Np corresponds to the e-folding number when the pivot scale left the horizon and the last
term in (4.10) takes into account the evolution of the Hubble rate during inflation.
In the following, we compare primordial and induced part of the GW signal with the sensitivity
curves of LISA18 where we expect a peak in the spectrum to occur for the inflationary scenario we
consider in Section 4.1. In the present work, due to the non-Gaussian nature of scalar fluctuations
sourced by the gauge fields, there are three distinct diagrams that contribute to the induced power
spectrum [138, 139]. To estimate the shape and amplitude of the resulting induced GW signal,
we will only compute the dominant diagram we call “Reducible” and multiply this result by
two in order to guess the final result (See the discussion in Appendix C.). We follow this route
because the amplitude of the GW signal from the sum of other two diagrams (namely “Planar”
and “Non-Planar”) can at most be at the same order of magnitude compared to contribution
arise from the “Reducible” diagram as shown previously in [59].
In light of this information, we present both primordial and induced component that con-
tributes to the total SGWB in Figure 5. We observe that the primordial GW background Ω
(p)
gw
that arise as a result of the parity breaking process δA− + δA− → h− constitutes a completely
sub-dominant portion of the total GW signal at LISA scales. The reason behind this is two folds:
First and foremost, at much larger scales corresponding to f  fLISA ' 10−3 Hz, amplitude
18These sensitivity curves are shown in blue dotted lines in Figure 5: A5M5 (bottom) and A2M2 (top) lines of
Figure 1 of [61]. In the notation AiMj, i refers to the length of the arms in millions of Km and j to the duration
of the mission.
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of GWs are much smaller than the scalar fluctuations, in particular r ∼ 10−5 at CMB scales
corresponding to Ωgwh
2 ∼ 10−19 − 10−20 for f < fLISA. This implies that approximately 106
enhancement in the GW amplitude is required from direct sourcing of gauge fields for frequencies
around f ∼ fLISA. However, an amplification at this level is not allowed as the parameter ξ∗ that
controls the particle production is bounded from above, which in turn restricts the maximum
amplitude of sourced GWs can obtain. In particular, the theoretical bound on PBHs produced
through this mechanism, namely the fact that PBH abundance should be less than the total dark
matter abundance, i.e. FPBH ≤ 1 restricts the effective coupling to be ξ∗ . 10.44 as we studied
in Section 4.3.1.
Induced GWs at LISA scales: On the other hand, we see from Figure 5 that the scalar
fluctuations that are originally sourced by gauge fields during inflation can lead to a sizeable
component of induced GWs visible at LISA scales. The double peak structure of the resulting
GW spectrum, which is a typical behavior of induced GWs arising from scalar fluctuations
exhibiting a narrow peak (such as a delta function), can be barely seen in Figure 5. In the model
we study here, the reason for this stems from the fact that scalar fluctuations exhibit a width
that slightly above the threshold, i.e. σ2,R & σc ∼ 0.4, to generate such a doubly peaked spectral
shape [140] as can be inferred from Table 3 using the limiting value of ξ∗ = 10.44. It is worth
emphasizing that, the same scalar fluctuations that generates the GW signal we study here can
collapse into primordial black holes of mass M ' 10−13M (See Section 4.3.1). Therefore, LISA
measurements can shed light on such small PBHs and particularly to the inflationary mechanism
that produces these objects.
Note that since PBH abundance is dictated by the ratio
√PR/Rc (See eq. (4.5)), a decrease
in Rc by a factor of d would lead to the same PBH population if we reduce the scalar power
spectrum by a factor of d2. This in turn implies a d4 decrease in the induced GW spectrum we
present in Figure 5 as P(ind)λ ∝ P2R. Comparing the maximum level of the induced GW signal
(red dashed curve) with the lowest sensitivity curve of LISA in Figure 5, we find that induced
GW signal is below the sensitivity curve of LISA for Rc < 0.3.
4.4 Summary of results and comments
• In Section 4.1 and 4.2 we have seen that the presence of pronounced modulations in the axion
potential (See eq. (1.1) and Figure 1) alter inflationary dynamics in a way to provide sufficient
amount of inflation even for an intermediate range of field excursions ∆φ/Mpl ' O(1) [69].
In particular, the existence of smooth plateaus in the potential leads to relatively small scale
of inflation with a smaller tensor-to-scalar ratio r ≈ 10−5 at CMB scales when compared to
models that exhibit smooth monomial terms in its scalar potential.
• In Section 4.3.1, we showed that in the presence of the coupling in eq. (1.2), the motion of
φ around the cliff-like region of its potential triggers an instability for vector fields which in
turn efficiently amplify the curvature power spectrum through δA− + δA− → R, leading to a
pronounced bump in the scalar power spectrum, see e.g. right panel of Figure 4. We have seen
that these scalar fluctuations can later collapse into PBHs of mass M ' 10−13M which can
constitute the total dark matter abundance in the universe.
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In Section 4.3.2, we found that this large population of PBHs is accompanied by an unavoidable
SGWB at LISA scales (See Figure 5) due to the non-linear nature of gravity [49–53]. As
a primordial mechanism that leads to these findings at sub-CMB scales, the strongly non-
Gaussian nature of scalar fluctuations (which obeys χ2 statistics) in bumpy axion inflation
can be considered as a distinguishing feature compared to single-field inflationary scenarios
[141, 142] and astrophysical backgrounds [143] which are expected to be Gaussian to a high
degree. For example, compared to a Gaussian model of peaked scalar fluctuations at sub-CMB
scales, one requires a much smaller PR in the bumpy axion inflation to generate the same PBH
abundance at the corresponding scales [59]19. Since the induced GW spectrum involve two
copies of the enhanced scalar power spectrum, this in turn implies that the resulting induced
GW spectrum will exhibit a smaller amplitude compared to an inflationary mechanism that
generates a Gaussian bump in the scalar power spectrum. On the other hand, approximate
double peak structure of the induced GW spectrum we found in this work should be contrasted
with the spectral shape of GWs generated in models that utilizes the motion of spectator
axion-like fields during inflation (See e.g. [42, 59, 89]). Unlike the mechanism we studied in
this work, in these models, the SGWB is dominated by the primordial component sourced
directly by vector fields (i.e. δA + δA → h) and a log-normal shape. In this context, signal
reconstruction methods developed for the LISA mission [144] can be considered as a useful tool
to distinguish the nature of inflationary mechanism that generates the GW signal. To sum
up, the location, shape and amplitude of the induced GW spectrum together with with the
location and amplitude of the PBH mass distribution can provide experimental evidence on
the inflationary mechanism responsible for this PBH population.
• Anisotropies of the SGWB: Another observational consequence of the inflationary scenario
we consider is anisotropies induced on the SGWB [145]. In particular, in the present model,
axion fluctuations can lead to position dependent effective coupling δξ which in turn can result
with inhomogeneities of the primordial component of GW background [146]. On the other hand,
due to non-Gaussian nature of scalar perturbations in bumpy axion inflation we study here,
a larger anisotropy might be produced for the induced GW component associated with PBH
formation [147]. Interestingly, both of these contributions to the GW anisotropy is controlled
by the perturbation of ξ which can be utilized to characterize the frequency dependence of the
induced total anisotropy. We leave a detailed investigation on this matter for future work.
• Implications on UV model building: Finally, we would like to comment on the parameter
space that leads to the sub-CMB phenomenology we discuss in this Section. We have seen that
in the bumpy axion inflation model we study here, a large population of PBHs (FPBH = 1) and
observable GWs of induced origin arise for an effective coupling ξ∗ . 10.44 when the velocity
of φ peaks during the rollover of the cliff-like region in its potential. Considering the relation
ξ∗ = αcδ together with value of δ = 1.57 implied by the background evolution we study in
Section (4.1), the dimensionless coupling between the axion and gauge fields should take a
value of αc ' 6.6. We note that this value is smaller compared to the analysis appeared in
[90, 91] where it was found that αc = 10 − 20 is required to generate a significant population
19In particular, scalar power spectra that generates the same PBH fraction β are related through PR,χ2 '
2P2R,G/R2c where G stands for Gaussian origin of scalar fluctuations.
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of PBHs and GWs at sub-CMB scales. Nevertheless, recent investigations suggest that a value
of αc ' O(1 − 10) could be hard to obtain in explicit string theory constructions on which
axion monodromy models we are based on [148]. It would be interesting to identify explicit
examples within type IIB string compactifications that give rise to αc ' O(1− 10). We leave
investigations in this direction for a future work.
5 Conclusions and Outlook
CMB and LSS observations provide strong evidence for primordial inflation. However, these
observations allow us to access a small portion of the dynamics when compared with the total of
60 e-folds required to solve the standard problems of Hot Big Bang cosmology. The remaining
part of inflationary dynamics, corresponding to late times/smaller scales is yet to be fully explored
apart from upper limits on the power of scalar fluctuations resulting from bounds on PBHs. PBHs
can be considered as one of the possible experimental windows to probe inflationary physics at
small scales. In light of current uncertainties of experimental bounds [17–20], a possible mass
window is around M ' 10−13M (k ∼ 1012− 1013 Mpc−1) for which PBHs could account for the
total dark matter density in the universe. Interestingly, this mass window corresponds to modes
produced around N ∼ 22 before the end of inflation, corresponding to the optimal frequency
f ' O(10−3 Hz) where LISA experiment will operate.
In this work, we studied a string inspired mechanism of axion inflation that can generate a
significant population of PBHs that can account for total DM abundance and observable GW
signal of induced origin at scales/frequencies LISA mission is sensitive to. In particular, we showed
that the motion of a non-compact axion-like field φ in its wiggly potential (Λ4 . m2f2) can
experience transient fast roll(s) (with slow-roll violation) that can trigger a localized production
of gauge field fluctuations that in turn generates an additional sourced component of enhanced
scalar fluctuations required to produce PBHs at small scales (See Section 4.3.1). Due to the
ineludible coupling between tensor and scalar degrees of freedom at second-order in perturbation
theory, the peaked scalar signal associated with PBH formation in this model also generate an
observable SGWB at LISA scales whereas the primordial GW background directly sourced by
gauge fields is sub-leading (See Section 4.3.2).
We note that amplitude of the resulting induced GW signal can be considered as a direct
probe of the statistics of the scalar perturbations produced during inflation [59]: In the model
we studied in this work, enhanced scalar perturbations originate from a convolution of two gauge
field sources and hence obey χ2 statistics. This in turn imply that one requires a smaller amount
of power in scalar fluctuations to produce the same amount of PBH population compared to an
inflationary models that exhibit enhanced Gaussian scalar perturbations (See e.g. models studied
in [142]). Therefore, the resulting induced GW signal in the bumpy axion model we consider typ-
ically has a smaller amplitude compared to aforementioned models that exhibit nearly Gaussian
scalar fluctuations. The spectral shape of the induced GW signal at LISA scales could also offer
additional information on the origin of the mechanism that generates PBH dark matter: in the
model we investigated, the shape of the GW signal near the peak region has a characteristic shape
that stems from the marginally narrow peak structure of its scalar sources (See the discussion in
Section 4.3.2). The characteristic shape of induced GWs can thus serve as a distinguishing fea-
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ture of the mechanism we study in this work, in particular compared to the inflationary scenarios
aiming the produce observable GWs at small scales directly through spectator axion-gauge field
dynamics [42, 59, 89] and the models that exhibit a broad peak in the scalar perturbations [26]
which are expected to generate a smooth log-normal shape of induced GWs (See e.g. [140]).
In the context of string-inspired model we are considering here, there remain to be several
open questions. First of all, it would be interesting to initiate a scan of available parameter space
that can lead to PBHs of mass M ∼ O(10)M as for this mass range, the resulting GW signal is
relevant at scales associated with future Pulsar Timing Array measurements [149] and hence can
provide useful information [42]. On the other hand, in this work, we focused on scenarios where
axion traverses a single bump during the entire inflationary expansion. Focusing on different
parameter choices in bumpy axion inflation, it would be interesting the explore scenarios where
multiple population of PBHs and observable GWs at sub-CMB scales can be generated. A typical
difficulty facing these scenarios is the fact that they must agree with CMB observations while
keeping the interesting sub-CMB phenomenology intact. Another interesting venue that can
be explored is to quantify the extent of gauge field production which could alleviate the fine
tuning associated with PBH formation in single-field inflationary models [27, 70]. In the context
of string-inspired models, a good starting point for this analysis is to work with models that
is capable of generating a large population of PBHs for which a significant tuning of potential
parameters is required [29]. We leave a comprehensive analysis on these issues for future work.
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A Background evolution and gauge field production through the bumps
In this appendix, our aim is to develop an analytic understanding of the scalar field profile as the
inflaton rolls through gentle plateaus followed by steep cliffs. For this purpose, we use Hamilton-
Jacobi approach [150] (See also [69]) where the homogeneous background equations are given in
terms of the scalar “clock” field φ as
−2H ′(φ) M2pl = φ˙ (A.1)
3H2(φ)M2pl = 2H
′2(φ)M4pl + V (φ), (A.2)
where prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. Neglecting the kinetic energy
of the scalar field, (which amounts to neglecting the first term on the right hand side of eq. (A.2),
i.e.  < 1), we can describe the Hubble parameter in terms of the scalar field φ. At leading order
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in β = Λ4/m2f2, for sub-leading non-perturbative corrections in the potential (1.1), we obtain20
H(φ˜)
m
' φ˜√
6
[
1 + β
sin(αφ˜)
αφ˜
]
+O(β2), (A.3)
where we have defined the dimensionless field φ˜ ≡ φ/Mpl and α ≡ Mpl/f . Using the expression
(A.3) for the Hubble rate in eq. (A.1), we derive a simple evolution equation for the scalar field,
φ˜′(z) +
[
1 + β cos(αφ˜(z))
]
= 0, (A.4)
where we defined dimensionless time variable z ≡ √2/3mt. Notice that the equation (A.4) is
invariant under the shift symmetry α˜φ→ α˜φ+ 2pin for an arbitrary integer n. This implies that
we can study the solution to (A.4) within the interval (n− 1)pi ≤ αφ˜ ≤ (n+ 1)pi for even n and
the remaining regions of the solution can be found using the periodicity of the eq. (A.4). We
thus make a field redefinition to study the evolution of the scalar field within such an interval,
i.e. for an even n, we write
φ˜(z) =
npi
α
+
2
α
arctan[y(z)], (A.5)
so that the new variable y(z) obeys the following equation
y′(z) +
α
2
[
1 + β + (1− β)y2(z)
]
= 0, (A.6)
The solution for y is given by
y(z) =
√
1 + β
1− β tan
[
α
√
1− β2
2
(z∗ − z)
]
, (A.7)
where z∗ is an integration constant. In the bumpy regime we are interested in, β → 1, one can
further simplify the solution in eq. (A.7):
y(z) ' α(1 + β)
2
(z∗ − z). (A.8)
Using eq. (A.8) in eq. (A.5), the scalar field profile within one step-like feature of the potential
is therefore given by
φ
Mpl
=
npi
α
+
2
α
arctan
[
α(1 + β)
2
(z∗ − z)
]
. (A.9)
In Figure 6, we present the resulting field profile in (A.5) and the Hubble rate in (A.3) using the
full and approximate expressions provided in eqs (A.7) and (A.8) respectively. The accuracy of
the approximation (shown by dashed lines) given by the solution in (A.8) can be clearly seen.
Gauge field production. In the following, our aim is to derive approximate analytic formulas
for the gauge field amplification when the inflaton rolls down through cliffs followed by plateau
20In particular, the leading order expression we derived in eq. (A.3) is valid for large enough scalar field values,
i.e. αφ˜ 1 and for β . 1.
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Figure 6: The field profile φ and the Hubble parameter H/m as a function of the z within a single
bump of the potential (1.1). In these plots, we take α = Mpl/f = 3, β = Λ
4/(m2f2) = 0.99,
n = 6 and z∗ = 6. In both panels, the resulting simplified profiles (dashed curves) that are
obtained using eq. (A.8).
regions in its potential. From eq. (2.5), we see that we need to determine an explicit expression
for the time dependence of ξ as φ traverses a single bump. For this purpose, we will neglect the
time dependence of Hubble paramer H. For the model we are considering here, this simplifying
assumption is justified by the fact that the gauge field production is mainly controlled velocity
profile φ˙ in ξ = −αcφ˙/(2Hf) where the small change in H around the cliffs does only affect the
time dependence of ξ marginally as can be verified from the right panel of Figure 6 and from the
field profile (A.8) where |φ˙| increases orders of magnitude. Keeping this in mind, we use (A.9)
and note N = ln a ' − ln(−Hτ) to write ξ as
ξ ≡ − αc φ˙
2Hf
=
αc δ
1 + ln [(x∗/x)δ]
2 , (A.10)
where we defined the dimensionless ratio δ ≡ α(1+β)(m/√6H) with α = Mpl/f , β = Λ4/(m2f2)
and switched to −kτ = x where τ∗ denoting the time at which ξ reaches its peak value ξ∗ = αc δ.
In Figure 7, we present time evolution of effective coupling ξ and ξ˙/ξH to show their sensitivity
on the parameter δ. We observe that larger δ results with a larger ξ at fixed coupling αc at its
peak, whereas its width reduces with increasing δ. On the other hand, reducing δ significantly
below unity, one can recover the adiabatic limit where ξ˙/ξH  1. In this work, our aim is
to study gauge field production in the non-adiabatic regime for ξ, i.e. for δ ' O(1). For this
purpose, we use eq. (A.10) in the mode equation (2.5) of the negative helicity mode to write
d2A−
dx2
+
(
1− 2
x
ξ∗
1 + ln [(x∗/x)δ]
2
)
A− = 0. (A.11)
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Figure 7: The evolution of ξ and ξ˙/ξH as a function of e-folds within a bump of the potential
(1.1). In these plots, we take αc = 4, N∗ = 6.
The late time growing solution to the eq. (A.11) has been studied in detail in Appendix A of
which can be parametrized in terms of overall normalization factor as [89]:
A− ' N(ξ∗, x∗, δ)
[ −τ
8kξ(τ)
]1/4
exp
[
−2
√
2ξ∗ (−kτ)1/2
δ| ln(τ/τ∗) |
]
, τ/τ∗ < 1, (A.12)
where the overall normalization N(ξ∗, x∗, δ) should be determined numerically which we compute
by solving (A.11) numerically and matching it to the WKB solution at late times −kτ  1.
Focusing on values of ξ∗ within the range 8.5 ≤ ξ∗ ≤ 12, we numerically solved (A.11) for
different values of x∗ and find that the normalization factor can be accurately described by the
following shape
N (ξ∗, q, δ) ' N c [ξ∗, δ] exp
(
− 1
2σ2 [ξ∗, δ]
ln2
(
q
qc [ξ∗, δ]
))
, (A.13)
where the functions N c, qc and σ is characterized by the background evolution of φ which is
parametrized by ξ∗ and δ, i.e. by its peak velocity and how fast the velocity reaches to its peak,
respectively. We then match the late time amplitude obtained from the numerical solution of
(A.11) with the WKB solution in eq. (A.12). In this way, we found that these functions can be
described accurately by a second-order polynomial in ξ∗. In particular, for δ = 1.57 we consider
in this work, we obtained
N c = exp
(
0.043 + 1.33 ξ∗ − 0.00073 ξ2∗
)
, δ = 1.57, 8.5 ≤ ξ∗ ≤ 12,
qc = 0.098 + 0.650 ξ∗ − 0.00033 ξ2∗ ,
σ = 0.734− 0.049 ξ∗ + 0.0014 ξ2∗ . (A.14)
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B Primordial scalar power spectrum sourced by gauge fields
In this appendix, we present the derivation of the scalar power spectrum in the model (2.1). Using
the fitting functions we devised for the gauge field mode functions, the results of this appendix
can be used to obtain the phenomenology we discuss in Section 4.
We start from (3.15), using the solution (3.13) for the sourced canonical mode, the sourced
curvature perturbation is given by
Rˆ(s)(τ,~k) = H
aφ˙
∫ τ
dτ ′ Gφk(τ, τ
′) Jˆφ(τ ′,~k), (B.1)
where the source is defined as in the right hand side of (3.8). Using the definitions (2.8), it is
given by
Jˆφ(τ
′,~k) =
αc
4fa(τ ′)
∫
d3p
(2pi)3/2
−i (~k − ~p)−i (~p) p1/4 |~k − ~p|1/4
(
p1/2 + |~k − ~p|1/2
)
× A˜(τ ′, |~k − ~p|) A˜(τ ′, p) Oˆ−(~k − ~p) Oˆ−(~p), (B.2)
where we symmetrized the integrand with respect to p and |~k− ~p| and O− is defined as Oˆλ(~q) ≡[
aˆλ(~q) + aˆ
†
λ(−~q)
]
. In terms of homogeneous solutions of (3.8) (See also (3.11)), Gφk is given by
Gφk
(
τ, τ ′
)
= iΘ
(
τ − τ ′) [Q(v)φ (τ, k)Q(v)∗φ (τ ′, k)−Q(v)∗φ (τ, k)Q(v)φ (τ ′, k)] . (B.3)
As the scalar rolls down steep cliffs in its potential (1.1), the effective mass term in (3.8) is
expected to deviate significantly from its slow-roll value, i.e. m2eff ' −2/τ2, which in turn implies
that we can no longer use vanilla slow-roll solutions for Q
(v)
φ (τ, k) when we construct the Green’s
function in (B.3). Nevertheless, one can simplify the Green’s function by factorizing the strongly
scale dependent part. For this purpose, note that we would like to obtain the sourced curvature
perturbation in the late time limit −τ → 0. We assume that the solutions Q(v)φ (τ, k) to the
homogeneous part of (3.8) are real in this limit 21. In this case, the sourced solution in the late
time limit −kτ  1 can be written as
Rˆ(s)(0,~k) = 2H
aφ˙
Q
(v)
φ (0,
~k)
∫ 0
−∞
dτ ′ Im[Q(v)φ (τ
′,~k)] Jˆφ(τ ′,~k). (B.4)
Recalling (2.7), we plug the source in (B.2) to (B.4) to obtain
Rˆ(s)(0,~k) = HQ
(v)
φ (0,
~k)
aφ˙
Hαc
23/2fk5/2
∫
d3p
(2pi)3/2
−i (~k − ~p)−i (~p) p1/4 |~k − ~p|1/4
(
p1/2 + |~k − ~p|1/2
)
×N
(
ξ∗,−|~k − ~p|τ∗, δ
)
N
(
ξ∗,−|~p|τ∗, δ
)
Oˆ−(~k − ~p) Oˆ−(~p)
21This can be ensured by fixing the arbitrary initial phase of the mode functions Q
(v)
φ (τ, k).
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× IR
[
ξ∗, x∗, δ,
√
|~k − ~p|
k
+
√
~p
k
]
, (B.5)
where we defined the time integral of the source as
IR
[
ξ∗, x∗, δ, Q
]
≡
∫ ∞
0
dx′ x′ Im[Q˜(v)φ (x
′)] exp
[
−2
√
2ξ∗
δ
x′1/2
| ln(x′/x∗) |Q
]
(B.6)
where we again switched the dimensionless variables −kτ ′ = x′ and also defined the dimensionless
mode functions
√
2k Q
(v)
φ (τ, k) ≡ Q˜(v)φ (x). We now use (B.6) to compute the sourced scalar power
spectrum. We define the total scalar power spectrum as
k3
2pi2
〈
Rˆ(0,~k)Rˆ(0,~k′)
〉
≡ δ
(
~k + ~k′
)
PR(k). (B.7)
Similar to the case with tensors, we separate the total scalar power spectrum as PR(k) = P(v)R (k)+
P(s)R (k) where
P(v)R (k) = lim
τ→0−
k3
2pi2
(
H
aφ˙
)2 ∣∣Q(v)φ (τ,~k)∣∣2 ≡ k32pi2
HQ(v)φ (0,~k)
aφ˙
2 , (B.8)
by our construction. Taking the 2-pt correlator of (B.5) and using the Wick’s theorem for the
operators O−, the sourced power spectrum can be extracted from the definition (B.7) as
P(s)R (k) = P(v)R (k)
H2α2c
16pi2f2
∫ ∞
0
dp˜
∫ 1
−1
dη p˜5/2 (1− 2p˜η + p˜2)1/4
[
p˜1/2 + (1− 2p˜η + p˜2)1/4
]2
× ∣∣−i (~k − ~p)−i (~p)∣∣2N2(ξ∗, (1− 2p˜η + p˜2)1/2 x∗, δ)N2(ξ∗, p˜ x∗, δ)
× I2R
[
ξ∗, x∗, δ, (1− 2p˜η + p˜2)1/4 + p˜1/2
]
, (B.9)
where we switched to dimensionless variable p˜ = p/k and η denotes the cosine angle between ~p
and ~k. We express the overall normalization factor in (B.9) in terms of the ξ∗ and φ,∗ = 2δ2/α2
as
H2α2c
16pi2f2
=
H2
8pi2M2pl
ξ2∗
φ,∗
(B.10)
where we used ξ(t) = (αcMpl/f)
√
φ(t)/2 noting Mpl/f ≡ α. Finally noting the following identity
of polarization vectors,
∣∣λi (~p)λ′i (~q)∣∣2 = (1− λλ′pˆ.qˆ)2/4, we write the total power spectrum as
PR(k) = P(v)R (k)
[
1 +
H2
64pi2M2pl
f2,R(ξ∗, x∗, δ)
]
, (B.11)
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where we factorized all the effects containing gauge field production in the following function:
f2,R(ξ∗, x∗, δ) =
2ξ2∗
φ,∗
∫ ∞
0
dp˜
∫ 1
−1
dη p˜5/2 (1− 2p˜η + p˜2)1/4
[
p˜1/2 + (1− 2p˜η + p˜2)1/4
]2
×
[
1 +
p˜− η
(1− 2p˜η + p˜2)1/2
]2
N2
(
ξ∗, (1− 2p˜η + p˜2)1/2 x∗, δ
)
N2
(
ξ∗, p˜ x∗, δ
)
× I2R
[
ξ∗, x∗, δ, (1− 2p˜η + p˜2)1/4 + p˜1/2
]
. (B.12)
Alternatively, we can switch to the variables x = p˜ + |~k − ~p|/k, y = p˜ − |~k − ~p|/k. In this case,
we have
f2,R(ξ∗, x∗, δ) =
ξ2∗
2φ,∗
∫ ∞
1
dx
∫ 1
0
dy
(
√
x+ y +
√
x− y)2 (1− x2)2√
x+ y
√
x− y (B.13)
×N2
(
ξ∗,
x− y
2
x∗, δ
)
N2
(
ξ∗,
x+ y
2
x∗, δ
)
I2R
[
ξ∗, x∗, δ,
√
x− y +√x+ y√
2
]
.
Similar to the case with tensor fluctuations, armed with the normalization factors N(ξ, x∗, δ)
of gauge field mode functions, we can integrate f2,R numerically. Final ingredient we need to
achieve this is the behaviour of Q˜
(v)
φ (x) =
√
2k Q
(v)
φ that appear inside the integral we defined in
(B.6). This is what we turn next.
Solution for the canonical mode functions Q˜
(v)
φ (x). In the inflationary background we
consider in Section 4.1, the dynamics proceeds through three successive phases including an initial
slow-roll stage, followed by a short transient non-slow roll stage where ˙/H ≡ η < 0 which finally
connects to a final slow-roll era before inflation terminates. The behaviour of canonical scalar
field fluctuation in such a background is typically non-trivial and may lead to scale dependent
behavior. In order to capture the full behavior of mode functions and hence the vacuum power
spectrum of curvature perturbation in (B.8), we will rely on the numerical methods we mentioned
in Section 4.3.1. On the other hand, to compute the sourced contribution (B.13) to the scalar
power spectrum, we will require the late time behavior of Q˜
(v)
φ (x) inside the integral (B.6). This
is because for x′ > 1, the gauge field mode functions are highly suppressed as it is clear from
the exponential factor appearing in (B.6). In other words, the dominant contribution to the
time integral in (B.6) stems from the x′ → 0 region of its integrand. Therefore, for all practical
purposes, it is sufficient to determine the canonical mode functions in the τ  τ∗ region, namely
well after φ˙ reaches its peak value corresponding to the final attractor slow-roll era. As in the
model we discuss in Section 4.1, we will model the final phase with a constant η where the mode
equation for Q˜
(v)
φ (x) takes the standard form:
∂2xQ˜
(v)
φ (x) +
(
1− ν
2 − 1/4
x2
)
Q˜
(v)
φ (x) = 0, x x∗ (B.14)
where ν2 = (3 + η)2/4 ' constant 22. In this case, the equation (B.14) has the well known
22For backgrounds where the system spends an appreciable amount of time in the intermediate non-slow roll
phase (η < 0), the late time solution we obtain in this section can be also extended to the phase of transient η < 0
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solutions that reduces to the Bunch Davies vacuum in the −kτ ≡ x 1 limit,
Q˜
(v)
φ (x) = i
√
pix
2
H(1)ν (x), (B.15)
where we picked the arbitrary initial phase to ensure the decaying solution is imaginary in the
late time x→ 0 limit as we advertised earlier. To evaluate (B.13), we will therefore explicitly use
IR
[
ξ∗, x∗, δ, Q
]
=
√
pi
2
∫ ∞
0
dx′ x′3/2 Jν(x′) exp
[
−2
√
2ξ∗
δ
x′1/2
| ln(x′/x∗) |Q
]
. (B.16)
For the model we consider in this paper, shortly after the end of non-slow roll era with η < −6,
the η parameter becomes constant, settling to η = 0.3 in the final slow-roll attractor phase (See
e.g. Figure 3). For the calculation of the sourced power spectrum in this model we will therefore
use ν = (3 + 0.3)/2 in (B.16).
C Induced tensor power spectrum during radiation dominated era
The induced GWB is produced in the radiation dominated era upon horizon re-entry of the scalar
fluctuations that were sourced by the gauge fields during inflation. In this appendix, we provide
a detailed derivation of the tensor power spectrum that arise in the presence of enhanced scalar
fluctuations in bumpy axion inflation. In terms of the canonical variable Qλ we defined in Section
3, the relevant part of the action that accounts for this contribution is given by
S
[
Qˆ
(ind)
λ
]
=
1
2
∫
dτd3k
{
Qˆ
(ind) ′
λ Qˆ
(ind) ′
λ −
[
k2 − a
′′(τ)
a(τ)
]
Qˆ
(ind)2
λ + 2Qˆ
(ind)
λ Jˆ
(ind)
λ (τ,
~k)
}
, (C.1)
which leads to the following equation of motion for the canonical variable,(
∂2τ + k
2 − a
′′(τ)
a(τ)
)
Qˆ
(ind)
λ (τ,
~k) = Jˆ
(ind)
λ (τ,
~k), (C.2)
where a(τ) ∝ τ during radiation dominated universe (RDU) and the source is given by [50–53]
Jˆ
(ind)
λ (τ,
~k) = 2Mpla(τ)
∫
d3p
(2pi)3/2
Πλ(~k, ~p) f(pτ, |~k − ~p|τ) Rˆ(0,~k)Rˆ(0,~k − ~p), (C.3)
where we defined Πλ(~k, ~q) ≡ Πij,λ(~k) qiqj and
f(z, z′) ≡ 4
9
(
2T (z)T (z′) + T˜ (z)T˜ (z′)
)
, (C.4)
phase thanks to the duality between the final slow-roll and the intermediate non-slow roll era [23, 142, 151]. This
duality clearly manifest itself in equation (B.14), noticing that the index ν2 is invariant under η → −6− η.
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Figure 8: Diagrams that contribute to the induced power spectrum of GWs in the bumpy axion
monodromy inflation. Intermediate wiggly/solid lines represent vector field A− and scalar R
fluctuations respectively.
with T˜ (z) ≡ T (z)+z ∂zT (z) where T is the transfer function of metric perturbation in Newtonian
gauge: Φ(τ,~k) = (2/3)T (kτ)R(τ,~k) and is defined by
T (x) =
9
x2
[
sin(x/
√
3)
x/
√
3
− cos(x/
√
3)
]
. (C.5)
The sourced solution to the canonical variable is given by
Qˆ
(ind)
λ (τ,
~k) =
∫ τ
dτ ′Gk(τ, τ ′) Jˆ
(ind)
λ (τ
′,~k), (C.6)
where Gk(τ, τ
′) is the Green’s function of the homogeneous part of eq (C.2) and is given by
kGk(τ, τ
′) = sin(k(τ − τ ′)). (C.7)
Noting the relation (3.22), 2-pt correlator of induced tensor perturbation is given by
k3
2pi2
〈
hˆ
(ind)
λ (τ,
~k)hˆ
(ind)
λ′ (τ,
~k′)
〉
=
16
2pi2k
∫
d3pd3q
(2pi)3
Πλ(~k, ~p) Πλ′(~k′, ~q) 〈Rˆ~p Rˆ~k−~p Rˆ~q Rˆ~k′−~q 〉 (C.8)
×
∫ x
0
dx′
∫ x
0
dx′′kGk(τ, τ ′) kG′k(τ, τ
′′)
a(τ ′)a(τ ′′)
a(τ)a(τ)
× f(pτ ′, |~k − ~p|τ ′) f(qτ, |~k′ − ~q|τ ′′),
where we introduced a shorthand notation for the curvature perturbation at the reheating surface
as R(0, ~q) ≡ R~q. For a gaussian R, the connected part of the 4-pt expectation value that
appear in (C.8) can be written as a sum two identical terms each containing 2-pt products
of R: i.e. 〈Rˆ~p Rˆ~k−~p Rˆ~q Rˆ~k′−~q 〉 ≡ 2〈Rˆ~pRˆ~q 〉〈Rˆ~k−~pRˆ~k′−~q〉. In this case, using (B.7), induced
tensor power spectrum can be simply written as a convolution of two scalar power spectrum (See
e.g. eq. (14) of [53]). In the bumpy axion model we are focusing, the dominant contribution to
the curvature perturbation is given by the part of the curvature perturbation R(s) in (B.5) that
is sourced by two copies of amplified gauge fields and therefore it is highly non-Gaussian. As a
result, using (B.5), one may realize that there are many different diagrams that can contribute
to the induced GW spectrum for a R that obeys non-Gaussian statistics. Using all the possible
contractions of gauge field raising and lowering operators that emerge from (B.5) in (C.8), the
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diagrams that contribute to the induced GW spectrum are shown in Figure 8. We label the first
diagram on the left as “’Reducible” as in this case the 4-pt 〈R4〉 in (C.8) can be written as a
product of two sourced scalar power spectra in (B.9) and therefore equivalent to the standard
1-loop computation that arise for Gaussian R we described above. The other two diagrams can
be denoted as “Planar” and “Non-Planar” and must be evaluated through a 3-loop calculation.
In a model that exhibit similar features with the model we consider here, these loop calculations
involving integrals over internal momenta are calculated by approximating the width of the
amplified gauge field functions (See e.g. (A.13)) by a dirac delta distribution and the resulting
contributions to the GW spectrum form these diagrams are found to be around the same order
of magnitude for “Planar” and an order of magnitude lower for “Non-Planar” case compared to
the “Reducible” diagram [59]. In light of this information, in order to capture the overall spectral
shape of the resulting induced GW signal, we will only focus on the “Reducible” diagram and
multiply this result by two to determine its final amplitude. Using (B.9) explicitly, the reducible
contribution to the 4-pt function that appear in (C.8) can be identified as
〈Rˆ~p Rˆ~k−~p Rˆ~q Rˆ~k′−~q 〉 = 2δ(~k + ~k′)δ(~p+ ~q)
2pi2
p3
P(s)R (p)
2pi2
|~k − ~p|3
P(s)R (|~k − ~p|) + . . . , (C.9)
where dots represent the terms related to the planar and Non-Planar diagrams. Finally plugging
eq. (C.9) in (C.8) and noting the identity
∫
dφ Πλ(~k, p) Πλ′(−~k,−~p) = p
4
4
(
1− η2)2 2pi δλλ′ where
η ≡ kˆ · pˆ, we extract the induced tensor power spectrum of the reducible diagram from the
definition (3.21) as [53],
P(ind,red)λ (τ, k) = 4
∫ ∞
0
dv
∫ 1+v
|1−v|
du
(
4v2 − (1 + v2 − u2)2
4uv
)2
I2ind(u, v, x)P(s)R (ku)P(s)R (kv),
(C.10)
where we switched to variables u = |~k − ~p|/k and v = p/k and defined the time integral of the
scalar sources as
Iind(u, v, x) =
∫ x
0
dx¯
a (τ¯)
a(τ)
kGk (τ, τ¯) f (ux¯, vx¯) . (C.11)
In order to evaluate the integrals, it is convenient to define t = u+v−1 and s = u−v to re-write
the time averaged tensor power spectrum as
P(ind,red)λ (τ, k) = 2
∫ ∞
0
dt
∫ 1
−1
ds
[
t(2 + t)
(
s2 − 1)
(1− s+ t)(1 + s+ t)
]2
I2ind(u, v, x)P(s)R (ku)P(s)R (kv), (C.12)
where u = (t + s + 1)/2 and v = (t − s + 1)/2. As we are interested in the induced GW signal
today, we take the late time limit x  1 of the oscillation average time integral I2ind in (C.12)
which is given by [53]
I2ind(t, s, x→∞) =
288
(−5 + s2 + t(2 + t))2
x2(1− s+ t)6(1 + s+ t)6
(
pi2
4
(−5 + s2 + t(2 + t))2 Θ(t− (√3− 1))
34
+(
−(t− s+ 1)(t+ s+ 1) + 1
2
(−5 + s2 + t(2 + t)) log ∣∣∣∣−2 + t(2 + t)3− s2
∣∣∣∣)2
)
.
(C.13)
In Section 4.3.2, using (D.5), (C.13) and (C.12), we investigate the GW density resulting from
the induced contribution we discussed in this appendix for the background model we focus in
Section 4.1.
D Energy density of stochastic GW backgrounds
In this appendix, we derive an expression for the fractional energy density of gravitational waves
Ωgw with respect to the critical energy density. Inside the horizon (i.e when scales that exit during
inflation re-enters the horizon), total energy density ρgw(τ) =
∫
d ln k ρgw(τ, k) of gravitational
waves is given by
ρgw =
M2pl
4a2
〈∂khij∂khij〉, (D.1)
where overline denotes oscillation average for modes inside the horizon. Using the Fourier de-
composition
hij(τ, ~x) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3/2
ei
~k·~x∑
λ=±
Π∗ij,λ(~k)hλ(τ,~k) (D.2)
and noting the definition of the power spectrum (3.21), the fractional energy density of GWs is
given by
Ωgw(τ, k) ≡ 1
ρc
dρgw
d ln k
=
ρgw(τ, k)
3H2M2pl
=
1
24
(
k
a(τ)H(τ)
)2∑
λ
Pλ(τ, k). (D.3)
Assuming that modes re-enter the horizon at radiation dominated universe (RDU), the GW
energy density decays as radiation and so we can estimate the current energy density in terms
of energy density in radiation today and Ωgw(τ, k) where τ denotes a time during RDU
23 where
the mode is deep inside the horizon kτ  1:
Ωgw(τ0, k)h
2 =
Ωr,0 h
2
24
(
k
H(τ)
)2∑
λ
Pλ(τ, k). (D.4)
In the model we study in this work, there are various physical processes that contribute to the
stochastic GW background (SGWB). Setting aside the primordial vacuum contribution h(v,p),
we identify two distinct contributions to the metric perturbation that originates from vector
field perturbations: i) The primordial component h(s,p) sourced directly by enhanced gauge
fields during inflation and ii) the induced tensor perturbation h(s,ind) which originates from
the enhanced scalar fluctuations (also sourced by vector fields during inflation) re-entering the
horizon during RDU. Since the origin of these sources are different, we need to reinterpret the
meaning of the formula (D.4) suitably for each contribution. The primordial component of tensor
fluctuations are generated during inflation via the process δA− + δA− → h− and frozen at the
23Note that in a radiation dominated universe, a(τ)H(τ) ≡ H(τ) = τ−1 with τ ≥ 0.
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reheating surface which then re-enters the horizon during RDU and evolves inside the horizon
until today. Therefore, it is more suitable that we express this contribution in terms of its tensor
power spectrum right after inflation ends as in this case modes are frozen. Noting that modes
inside the horizon decay as (kτ)−2 for kτ > 1 in (D.4) [152], the primordial component of SGWB
density today is given by
Ω(p)gwh
2 =
Ωr,0 h
2
24
∑
λ
(
P(v,p)λ (τi, k) + P(s,p)λ (τi, k)
)
where we have removed the time average on the power spectrum as the primordial contribution
Pλ(τi, k) is of super-horizon origin with τi denoting an initial time in the RDU right after inflation
ends. Note that for the model under consideration, both contributions in eq. (D.5) are provided
in Section 3.2, see for example eq. (3.23).
On the other hand, the induced component of SGWB arise as a result of amplified scalar
fluctuations re-entering the horizon during RDU (namely through δA− + δA− + δA− + δA− →
R + R → h±) and hence involves sub-horizon evolution of its sources, namely the curvature
perturbation (See e.g. (C.4) and the discussion it follows). Therefore, for the calculation of this
contribution to the SGWB background, it is more convenient to evaluate the expression in (D.4)
at a reference time τ = τf during RDU while the modes of interest are deep within horizon,
i.e. kτf →∞:
Ω(ind)gw (τ0, k)h
2 =
Ωr,0 h
2
24
(
k
H(τf )
)2∑
λ
P(ind)λ (τf , k), (D.5)
where we kept the time average over the induced power spectrum to account for the oscillations
of the scalar sources inside horizon. Combining the each contribution in eqs. (D.5) and (D.5),
the total fractional density of SGWB24 in the bumpy axion monodromy model is given by
Ω(tot)gw (τ0, k)h
2 =
(
Ω(p)gw (τ0, k) + Ω
(ind)
gw (τ0, k)
)
h2
' Ωr,0 h
2
24
(
P(s,p)− (τi, k) +
∑
λ
P(v,p)λ (τi, k) +
(
k
H(τf )
)2∑
λ
P(ind)λ (τf , k)
)
, (D.6)
where we have only taken into account the dominant helicity state λ = − of the sourced primordial
tensor perturbation that is sourced by A− and the induced tensor power spectrum is given by
eq. (C.12) of Appendix C.
E Backreaction analysis through the bumps
In this appendix, we will discuss the effects induced on the background motion of φ by the particle
production in the gauge field sector. In particular, our aim is to find a valid parameter space in
24The expression in eq. (D.6) neglects the contribution from the cross correlation of h
(s,p)
λ and h
(s,ind)
λ . As we
emphasized in Section 4.3.2, the primordial contribution is already sub dominant in the axion inflation model we
consider in this work and hence we neglect such cross terms that might appear in (D.6). For a spectator axion
model that can generate significant h
(s,p)
λ and hence sizeable mixed correlators between h
(s,p)
λ and h
(s,ind)
λ , see
e.g. [59, 89].
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which the influence of vector field amplification on the inflation’s motion can be neglected. In
the mean field approximation, amplified the gauge fluctuations influence the evolution equation
for the inflaton φ and the scale factor a˙/a = H through the following equations [79],
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ V ′(φ) =
αc
f
〈 ~E · ~B〉, (E.1)
3H2M2pl =
1
2
φ˙2 + V (φ) +
1
2
〈 ~E2 + ~B2〉. (E.2)
From (E.1) and (E.2), to ensure that gauge fields have negligible effects on the background
equations, we need to satisfy the following relations at any time during the background evolution,
1
2
〈 ~E2 + ~B2〉 ≡ ρA  3H2M2pl, 3H|φ˙| 
αc
f
〈 ~E · ~B〉. (E.3)
Notice that | ~E|/| ~B| ' √ξ/x ∼ ξ (see e.g. (2.8)), where we have used x ∼ ξ−1 for an optimal
estimate on the latter ratio since for modes that satisfy x ξ−1, amplitude of mode functions is
suppressed further (see eq. (2.7)). Therefore, the second backreaction condition in (E.3) can be
re-written as
αc〈 ~E · ~B〉
f
 3H|φ˙| −→ ρA  φ˙
2
2
, (E.4)
where we used the fact that ~E fields contribute dominantly to the energy density of the gauge
fields as | ~E|/| ~B| ' ξ ' O(10) to reach at interesting phenomenology in this work. It is easy
to realize that the condition appearing in (E.4) is more demanding compared to the first one
appearing in (E.3) and it simply guarantees that the energy density contained in the gauge field
sector should be less than its reservoir, namely the kinetic energy of the inflaton. In the following,
we will use (E.4) to derive the backreaction constraints on model parameters.
Using the definition in eq. (E.3) and expressions for electromagnetic fields in eq. (2.8), the
energy density in the gauge field sector can be parametrized as [88, 89]
ρA
φ,p ρφ
=
As y7/2N c[ξ∗, δ]2
√
2ξ(y)
3
∫ ∞
0
dx∗ x
5/2
∗ exp
[
−4
√
2ξ∗y x
1/2
∗
δ| ln(y)| −
ln(x∗/qc)
σ2
](
1 +
x∗ y
2ξ(y)
)
,
(E.5)
where y ≡ τ/τ∗ and As ≡ H2/(8pi2φ,pM2pl) ' 2.1×10−9 denoting the normalization of the power
spectrum at CMB scales. Plugging (A.10) into (E.5) (and noting αcδ ≡ ξ∗), y = τ/τ∗ dependence
of the expression (E.5) can be studied for different ξ∗ values. In this way, we found that at fixed
ξ∗, the energy density in the gauge fields reaches a maximum around y = O(0.1) and quickly
decays away both in the IR τ/τ∗ → 0 and UV τ/τ∗ → ∞ limits [88, 89]. On the other hand,
for higher values of ξ∗, the maximum value reached by the expression in eq. (E.5) increases due
to the more efficient amplification of vector field modes for larger effective coupling ξ∗. At its
maximum value, we studied ξ∗ dependence of ρA/(φ,p ρφ) and found that it can be described
accurately by the following expression,
ρA,∗
φ,p ρφ
' 1.25× 10−11 e2.533 ξ∗ , δ = 1.57. (E.6)
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Now realize that at the peak of the sourced signal, the back-reaction constraint (E.4) can be
written as ρA,∗  ρφφ∗/3. Using eq. (E.6), this expression turns into
1.25× 10−11 e2.533 ξ∗  1
3
φ,∗
φ,p
, δ = 1.57. (E.7)
In order to evaluate the right hand side of (E.7), we note φ = 2δ
2/(α(1 + δ2∆N2)2 where
∆N = Np −N∗. Finally as Np ' 55 in the model we focus, we express eq. (E.7) in terms of an
upper bound on ξ∗ at scales where the gauge field production peaks, i.e. around N∗ ' 24:
ξ∗ < 15.6, δ = 1.57, (E.8)
where we turned  signs into < due to exponential sensitivity to the parameter ξ∗.
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